
Integrity Software: SofTrack

SofTrack Managed 
Assets
Providing key metrics of software license 
activity, usage, and engagement in a single 
platform benefiting budget allocations 
throughout your enterprise

Highlights

– Better informed budgeting decisions
– Identify unused and underused software licenses
– Independently collects usage data and activity
– Separate metrics per department, region, other
– Automatic, scheduled reporting as needed
– Reduce software licensing costs
– Ease preparation of software license audits
– Understand user activity and engagement
– Assist with device and software contract management
– Configure email reminders of all license renewals
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Does your organization use an annual budget 
cycle for software purchases? Do you have a 
Single Source of Truth (SSOT) for determining 
all your software licensing needs?

Organizations of all sizes utilize software,  
many requiring purchase and subsequent 
renewals of licenses providing the right to use. 
Some software includes built-in usage reports 
others do not.  

Improve your software license budgeting 
decisions with a SSOT that independently 
provides comprehensive, deep insights into all 
user application utilization without reliance on 
any vendor-specific reporting. 

Application Suites such as Adobe Cloud 
contain multiple applications, now you can 
intelligently understand discrete utilization of 
each through customizable normalization.

SofTrack Managed Assets, licensed by 
number of workstations, reliably collects 
software inventory and application utilization 
throughout your enterprise. Because 
all software usage engaged by users is 
automatically tracked, there is no pre-
configuration required. Thus all applications 
are reportable including those installed 
without usage.  

Enhancing your ROI are deep analytics of 
document editing + viewing engagement 
providing billing solutions for your customer 
activity. You will also obtain operational 
visibility into users throughout your enterprise, 
logon, logoff, screensaver/lock time and 
more. Understand usage of browser-based 
applications and all browser access including 
search terms. 

Overview
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How it works

Resulting from our 35+ years of software 
monitoring experience, your users will 
be unaware of the lightweight, always on 
Windows® background agent collecting data. 
All data is maintained in a collection of secure 
activity journals. When online, activity journals 
are transmitted to a central host for uploading 
into Microsoft® SQL Server®, install on-premise 
or in the cloud. Offline workstations activity 
journals can be manually copied to the central 
host as needed. Notably, your data is owned 
by you, completely maintained within your 
enterprise as you direct. 

Each workstation agent is configured to report 
to a specific Entity that ensures activity data 
is siloed as desired. Data silos are realized 
by separate SQL Databases and represent 
department, physical location, function, 
there is no limit to the number of silos or the 
definition basis. 

Installation is simple, once the choice of silos 
(or simply use the default) is determined, the 
MSI is created via the Administrator console. 
The agent is conveyed via a single MSI that, 
upon completion, immediately begins data 
collection and reporting. Rollout is simple 
as workstation system overhead is minimal. 
The agent has been designed for use on all 
Windows® versions starting with Windows® 7 
on every platform, physical, virtual, and Citrix® 
sessions.
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Included Functionality
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Features

Active vs Idle Application Use
–  Providing automated auditing of 

all applications user engage
–  Records seconds idle and active
–  Tracks screensaver/locked as idle
–  Continues tracking while 

used online and offline

Applications Not Used
–  Automatic Workstation Inventory 

detects installations
–  Automated application 

tracking detects usages
–  Reporting compares usages to 

report unused applications

Utilization Intelligence
–   User–defined Software Normalization 

creates reportable categories

–  Automated application 
tracking detects usages

–   Reporting intelligence combines 
usage of software categories 

User Day 
–  When needed, each user’s activity can 

be inspected moment–by–moment
–  The caption of each active window 

is provided (Page Title)
–  Page Titles reveal user’s 

attention engagement

Page Title
–  Reporting by application can reveal active 

time for each document being edited and 
viewed—useful for billing and timekeeping

–  Tracking of browser activity includes 
web searches, web–based application 
usage, and all other web activity—works 
with every browser, no limitations

–  Excessive active time on a single Page 
Title can indicate lack of engagement

Autodesk® Named User
–  Automatically detect Autodesk® 

Named User Activity
–  Discover specific license 

usage including Trials
–  Provides Named User UserID and Logon
–  Indicates License Pool utilization

Autodesk® Plug–in/Add–in 
–  Automatically detect all third 

party Autodesk® AutoCAD® 
plug–in and Add–in usage

–  Detects all types, .arx, .dll, .vlx, .lsp, .mnl

Logon Tracking
–  User logon, logout, lock, unlock 

including screensaver
–  Timecard reporting
–  Workstation utilization

Records Management + automated reminders
–  Contract Management without spreadsheets
–  Workstations and all other devices
–  Software license documentation
–  Configure automated email reminders 

of renewals and any other activity

Dashboards + automated reporting
–  Customizable dashboard graphs
–  Individual or Combined reporting 

across enterprise
–  Scheduled emails of customized dashboards 

Customized Reports + automated reporting
–  Customizable/Pre–filtering reporting
–  Scheduled automatic emails and more

TCP/IP upload/download
–  All internet upload + download activity
–  Works with all browsers and applications
–  Includes Remote IP and Host name

Data collected by workstation agents is available for reporting to assist in 
reviewing usage and engagement. All features of SofTrack Managed Assets 
are available for each licensed workstation. The following provides a brief 
review of significant functionality.
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Why Integrity Software, Inc.?

SofTrack Managed Assets builds on decades of leadership in the 
software asset management space that Integrity Software, Inc. first 
pioneered in 1987. Providing a Single Source of Truth for your enterprise, 
capturing software utilization and user engagement. Benefit from our 
proven technology utilized by customers worldwide.
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Ready to learn more?

Visit our website for additional 
product details reviewing what our 
solutions have to offer.

Schedule a consultation

Talk to a SofTrack expert today to 
learn how you can start making the 
most of your software assets.
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https://www.softwaremetering.com/understand-software-usage-and-save-money.html
https://www.softwaremetering.com/index.html#schedulenow

